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                    Metra Construction Panels

                    Realise your designs with ease, see our advanced construction system in action

                    Watch Video
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Spacious.
Sustainable.
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                The Metra Construction System™ has been used for over 25 years in more than 9,000 projects.
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                    Faster Projects

                    Slash construction time by 40-60%! Install walls and ceilings in 1-3 days, reducing weather delays and allowing other trades to commence work swiftly. Experience less waiting and less stress as you see your projects come to life faster than ever before.

                

                
                    
                

            


            
                
                    Design Versatility

                    Gain up to 7.5% more usable floor area and explore more creative, flexible design possibilities, achieving thin, strong walls without compromising interior space. Metra panels allow you to utilise every square metre efficiently.

                

                
                    
                

            


            
                
                    Durability & Resilience

                    With a density of 640kg/m3, our self-bracing panels are almost impossible to dent, ensuring robust structures capable of withstanding earthquakes, high winds, and the rigours of everyday life.

                

                
                    
                

            


            
                
                    Sustainable Choice

                    Built from recycled NZ pine wood fibre, Metra panels are an eco-conscious choice that reduces wastage and promotes sustainability, appealing to modern, environmentally aware consumers.

                

                
                    
                

            


        

  
    

    

        

            
                
                    Watch Video
                

                
                    Explore simplicity and innovation with the Metra Construction System™! Watch our video to see how effortlessly you can elevate your designs with this advanced construction system.
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            By choosing Metra Construction Panels, stakeholders are not only investing in superior building technology but are also shaping a more sustainable and eco-conscious world. Metra Systems symbolises a commitment to a sustainable future, serving as a comprehensive solution and addressing a universal set of needs across the construction industry. 

            Terms of Use | Privacy Policy

          


        

    

    
    
    
